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itself apparent to all artists. How to make a coating having the desir-
able quality in question was the problem to be solved. The patentee in
this case says he has solved it in one way by the use of certain ingre-
dients, and he is entitled to his process, and the particular product of
his process described in the third claim.
A decree may be entered for an injunction, and an accounting, if com-

plainant desires it.

GUSTIN v. NEW ALBANY RAIL-MILl, Co. et ale

(Circuit Court, D. Indiana. August 29, 1891.)

1. PATENTS FOR INVENTIONs-DE\ ICE FOR CARRYING RAILROAD RAILS-ANTICIPATION.
The first and second claims of reissued letters patent No. 7,898, (original No. 190"

211, dated May 1, 1887,) "for improvement in apparatus for carrying raEl'oad rails."
whereby the upper surface of the carrier is arranged at or below the level of the
bed. and provided with projecting catches in combination with the bed, the driving
chains, and the guide-rails, are anticipated by the patent to While andWostenholm,
March 19. 1872, No. 124,687.

2. SAME.
The third claim of said letters patent. in reference to "the combination with an

endless chain, B, subject to expansion by hot rails of a pulley, b, arranged in a slide
bearing, D, held by a movable weight," is void, in view of the prior art, and antic-
ipated by the patent to S. E. Jewett, June 9, 1874, No. 151,705, shOWing a movable
pulley controlled by a weight at the end of a chain.

In Equity.
The plaintiff, as the grantee of reissued letters patent No.7 ,898, (orig-

inal No. 190,211, dated May 1, 1887,) for "improvement in apparatus
for carrying railroad rails," sues for an injunction and for damages on
account of alleged infringement of the first, second, and third claims of
the reissue. The claims read in this wise:
"(1) The sliding shoes, linl,s, or carriers, C, provided with projecting

catches, in combination with the guid'e·rails, 13 2, the bed, A, and suitable carry-
ing and actuating devicefl arranged substantially as described, whereby the
upper surfaces of the shoes are located at or below the level of the bed, as and
for the purposes set forth. (2) The shoes. links. or carriers, C, baving their
upper surfaces arranged at 01' below the level of the bed, and prOVided with
projecting catches, in combination with the bed, the driving chains. and the
gUide-rails, B 2, substantially as and for the purpose described. (3) The com-
bination with an endless chain, B, subject to expansion by hot rails. of a pulley,
b, arranged in a shde bearing. D, held by a movable weight, as shown and
described. "
Besides disputing the validity of the reissue, the defendants deny both

infringement and invention, and, in proof of the prior art, refer to the
following list of patents: Ko. 155,384, dated September 29, 1874, to J.
L. Pennock; No. 154,152, dated August 18, 1874, to R. R. Reynolds;
No. 124,867, dated March 19, 1872, to While and Wostenholm; No.
148,799, dated March 24, 1874, to J. E. Austin; No. 186,423, dated
January 23, 1877, to C. R. Jacoby; No. 159,790, dated February 16,
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1875, to P. D. Burgher; No. 164,001, dated June 1, 1875, to A. Hunt;
No. 154,705, dated June 9, 1874, to S. E. Jewett; No. 141,004, dated
July 22, 1873, to S. E. Jewett; No. lR7,870, dated February 27, 1877,
to M. Lally; No. 14.5,908, dated December 23,1873, to W. Sellers; No.
3,077, dated May 8, 1843, to Adams and Hammond.
The following were the claims in the original application, as first pre-

sented:
"(1) An apparatus for conducting rails to the cooling bed, composed of a

bed-frame, A, and of movable chains. B, with the carrying shoes, C, for taking
up and storing rails substantially in the manner and for the purpose set forth.
(2) The movable endless chains, B, running in the grooved guide-rails, B 2, at
a level with 01' slightly below the level of the cooling bed. so as not to inter-
fere with storing rails, substantially as specified. (3) The combination of
the endless carrying chains, 13, with fixed driving pulleys and sliding and
weighted tension pulleys, to provide automatically for the contraction and ex-
pansion of the chains, substantially as and for the purpose described."
These claims were rejected by the examiner of the patent-office,-the

first and second because "believed to be wanting in any substantial nov-
elty, in view of what is shown in the patent to While and Wostenholm,
March 19, 1872, No. 124,687;" and the third because "found to be sub-
stantially met in the patent to S. E. Jewett, June 9, 1874, No. 151,-
705;" and thereu pon the applicant amended by BUbstituting for the three
claims the following single claim, which was allowed as the first claim
in the original letters:
"The combination with an endless chain, B, subject to expansion by hot

rails, of a pulley, b, arranged in a slide bearing, D, held by a movable weight,
as shown and described."
The second claim of the original letters cuts no figure here. As orig-

inally presented, the first claim of the application for reissue read as
follows: .
"(1) The shoes, links, or carrier, C, having their upper surfaces arranged

at or below the level of the·bed, and provided with projecting catches, in com-
bination with said bed, and with mechanism for actuating the shoes, sub-
stantially as described."
This was rejected, because "substantially anticipated in the patent to

J. R. Jacoby, January 23,1874, No. 186,423;" and thereupon the first
claim as quoted was substituted and allowed.
The application for the reissue contained the following disclaimer,

whieh has reference to the While and Wostenholm patent:
"In relation to the feature of the sliding shoe, <IS combined with the carry-

ing chains, I would state that I am aware that a carriage or truck mounted
upon wheels, and having its upper surface above the level of the bed, has
been heretofore used for a similar purpose in connection with a chain; but
this elevated carriage. it will be seen, does not take the rails automatically off
the bed, but necessitates, by reason of its elevation ahove the bed, the inter-
mediate handling or loading of the rails thereupon. I therefore disclaim this
arrangement, and confine my invention with respect to this feature to the
shoes, links, or carril'rs haVing their upper surfaces at or below the level of
the bed, so as to remove the rails automatically by sliding them along the bed,
and thus dispense with this intermediate handling or loading of the same."
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J. H. Raymond and S. P. Douthart, for complainant.
Augustus L. Ma8on, for respondents.

WOODS, J., (after stating the fact8.) The patentee, it is clear, was in
no sense a pioneer, and the improvement he claims to have made was not
of a character which, under recent rulings of the supreme court, can be
called invention. Saying nothing of the other references to the prior
art, some of which. are not without significance, the complainant's ap-
paratus differs mechanically from that shown in the patent to While and
Wostenholm only in'the fact that in the latter, instead of the sliding bar
on it level with or below the bed, there is employed a truck which, as
described, rises above the bed in such manner as to require, when the
apparatus is in use, the ac;l.ditional labor of loading and unloading the
rails. In all other respects the parts of the two devices are substantially
the same, and are combined in the same relation to each other. In-
sisting, however, that there is novelty and invention in his apparatus,
the complainant's counsel says:
"Thll convenient expression to distinguish this llew apparatus from these

several prior patents that show each a part or an equivalent for a part thereof,
is that the carrying device in complainant's apparatus is at or below the level
of the cooling bed."
And, speaking to the same point, the complainant's expert witness

says:
"I find in a general way of all the patents,] that a fundamental

difference exists between the devices therein shown and those which form the
subject of the Gustin claims, in that none of the patentsprior to Gustin show
an apparatus which is adapted to the reception of the hot rails across the cool-
ing bed, and the sliding of said rails on the ways of the bed without further
handling, in loading and unloauing theni, being necessary."
The problem being to dispense with the labor of loading and unload-

ing the rails, it was necessary in the While and Wostenholm apparatus
only to lower the truck to a level with and extend its track across the
receiving bed; and to do that, it is plain, required nothing more than ordi-
nary mechanical skill. But once that was done, it is quite clear that
the complainant's design was completely anticipated.
In respect to the third claim, little need be said. By its terms it is

extremely narrow, and, in the light of the prior art, if not upon com-
mon knowledge without proof, is void for want of novelty. The Jewett
patent No. 1.51,70.5, supra, shows a movable pulley controlled by a weight
at the end of a chain, and it is only in the faet that the endless chain of
the complainant is described as "subject to expansion by hot rails" that
a distinction can be asserted. By using those words, the complainant
left the public free to employ any apparatus, though similar or even
identical in construction with his own, for any use in which the chain
was not subject to expansion by hot rails. But it needs neither argument
nor authority to demonstrate that an old apparatus cannot be patented
for a new use. The bill is dismissed for want of equity.
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REGAN VAPOR-ENGINE CO. t1. PACIFIC GAs-ENGINE CO. et al.

(C1n'cuit Court., N. D. CaU,fornta. JUly 27, 1891.)

L PATEliTS POR !NVENTIONe-LICENSE-AsSIGNMENT-FuTURE IMI'ROVEMENTS.
E_hibit F, copied in opinion, construed, and held to be not only a license, but an

&8aignmeut of the improvements of the invention that might thereafter be made,
and patents obtained therefor.

L AllSIONMIlNT OIl' PATENTS-AGREEMENTS RELATING THERETO, HOW CONSTRUED.
An agreement which recites the fact of the assignments of previous patel1(s aft

a part of the consideration for its execution, although executed the day after the
execution 01 tllljassignments, should be construed, with reference to said assign-
ments, as constituting part of the same transacti,on.

L AsSIGNMENT OIl' RIGHT, TITLE, AND INTEREST.
Where an acsignment is made by the patentee for certain specified territory, and

a pubse<;.uent assignment made of all "his right, title, and interest" in the patents,
he/,d, that his interest was in and for the states and territories not included in his
first assignment.

In Equity. On e::t:Ception to master's report.
Bill by the Regan Vapor-Engine Company against the Pacific GaB-

Engine Co:mpanyand others for infringement of a patent.
LanghQrne &: Miller, fot' complainant.
John L. Boone, for respondents.

HAWLEY, J. From the master's report it appears that on the 16th
day of JUIie, 1885, letters patent No. 320,285, for a gas-engine, wera
issueJ b :Jkniel S. Regan; that on the 29th day of December, 1885,
anorher patent on gaB-engines, No. 333,336, was issued to Regan and
John H. Eichler jointly; that on the 14th day of May, 1886, Regan and
Eichler assigned to W. T. Garrett all their right, title, and interest in said
patents in the states of California, Oregon, and in the
ritories of Utah, Washington, Montana, Idaho, Arizona, and New Mex..
ico; that this' assignment (Exhibit D) was duly recorded in tGe United
State8 patent-office on March 10, 1888; that on the same day Regan as-
signed to Garrett the same territory, in a pending application, all his
right, title, and interest in and to said invention, for new and useful im-
provements in gas-engines, and the letters patent therefor when grantedi
that this assignment (Exhibit E) was executed and delivered to Garrett,
but was not recorded; that on the 15th of May, 1886, an agreement
(Exhibit F) was made, executed, and delivered by and between the said
Regan and W.T. Garrett, which, after reciting the territory in which
each are the owners, respectively, of inventions appertaining to improve-
ments in gas-engines, reads as follows:
"And whereas, it is probable that one or the other or both of said parties

may hereafter make other and further inventions and improvements In gas-
engines, and in the mechanism by which they are operated; and whereas, the
said parties desire to have all the benefits of all such inventions and improve-
ments, each within his own territory, as hereinbefore described and specilied:
Now, therefore, in consideration of the premises and the mutual covenants
and agreements herein made, we, the said William T. Garrett and Daniel S.
Regan, do hereby license and grant and convey each to the other, within and


